
 

Designed for NGSS: Student Work Rubric 
Analyze Evidence 

Directions: 
1. Review your assigned materials to describe the path of student thinking. 
2. Represent your answers to the questions in the space provided. 
3. Be prepared to share the path of student thinking visually on a public chart. 
 

Answer (in words, graphics, or both) 

Answer the following questions as you describe the path of student thinking in the materials. Consider what you would expect students to be 
thinking about through the learning experiences. 

What are students figuring out/solving? 

A. What is driving student learning (e.g., question, scenario, problem, phenomenon, etc.)? 

B. What ideas and practices do students develop through these experiences? 

C. How do students access, engage, and use prior knowledge to further their thinking? 

D. How do students develop metacognitive abilities? 

SW1. Phenomena/Problems. 
Student learning is driven by figuring out the Module Phenomenon: How are all plants alike and how are they different? 
 
Students work through a series of Driving Questions (DQs) that require them to make sense of a subset of smaller phenomena/problems and then 
connect what they now know to the Module Phenomenon. The skills and knowledge gained over these investigations culminate in a final Performance 
Task. 
 
● DQ1: What is a plant? 
● DQ2: How do plants use their parts to grow and survive? 
● DQ3: How are seeds dispersed?  
● DQ4: How are young and adult plants alike and different?  
● DQ5: What special features do some plants have that help them survive and grow? 
● DQ6: How can plants inspire humans to solve problems? 
● DQ7: How are all plants alike and how are they different? 
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Interwoven with this science narrative, students are challenged to establish and curate their very own Museum of Leafology, capturing everything they 
know about plants in a series of themed rooms. 
 
The module culminates in students preparing and presenting what they have learned over the course of the module to other classes and their own 
families. Along the way, students explore the phenomena of how plants are alike and different, the different structures and functions of plant parts, 
and how plants produce offspring. They are introduced to the storyline through a movie-style module trailer. 
 
The module is complemented with Our Leafy Friends, a magazine-style leveled reader (available in four levels and Spanish) that provides additional 
exposure to relevant phenomena/problems as well as an interview with a plant hunter. Packed with stunning images, cartoons, and jokes, it’s 
designed to appeal to students with a diverse range of learning abilities. 
 
Evidence of Phenomena/Problems. 
● In DQ1L2, student scientists investigate the concept of living and non-living things, with an emphasis on plants.  
● In DQ1L4, students begin an observation experiment by planting some seeds.  
● In DQ2L2 and L3, students start to investigate what plants need and how a plant’s parts help it to grow and survive.  
● In DQ3L1, L2, L4, and L6, Students explore the many methods that plants use to distribute seeds away from the parent plant. In teams, students 

tackle an Engineering Design Challenge to design and build seeds for dispersal by the wind.  
● In DQ4L3 and L4, students observe the seedlings they planted and record similarities and differences. They sketch plants in nature. 
● In DQ5L1, L2, and L3, students investigate the clever strategies plants use to get what they need. They discuss the defenses some plants 

incorporate, using these ideas to create and sketch their own imaginary plant with special defenses. 
● In DQ6L4, student pairs design, build, and present their own plant-inspired solution to a human problem. 
● In DQ7L2, students finish preparing the Museum of Leafology, then invite other classes and their own families to visit the museum, in order to 

demonstrate their learning. They then complete the assessment tasks. 

SW2. Three-Dimensional Conceptual Framework. 
Students’ experiences consistently support them to use their prior knowledge to negotiate new understandings and abilities and apply their 
understandings in a variety of ways. 
 
Students develop an understanding of the phenomena of how plants are alike and different, and how 
their external parts help them grow and survive. They build on prior knowledge of what plants need to 
survive gained in Kindergarten Module 1 My Big Nature Adventure. 
 
● In DQ1L1 and L2, students review prior knowledge with a class read-aloud about living things, 

then sort cards into living and nonliving things (K-LS1-1). 
● In DQ2, students observe seedling roots, and learn about the different parts plants have through 

hands-on, video, close reading, and interactive investigations. They learn a song about plant 
parts, then write about what each part does (CCC-1, CCC-6, LS1.1). 

● In DQ3, students compare different seeds and gather information about how they disperse. 
Then they design, make and text a seed model that can be dispersed by wind (LS1.A, CCC-6, 
SEP-2). 

● In DQ4, students compare different plants, listing similarities and differences, through hands-on 
and video investigations. (LS1.A, 1-LS3-1) 
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● DQ5 students investigate how different plants use their external structures for defense and 

protection. They use video and close readings to gather information (LS1.A, SEP-2, CCC-6). 
● In DQ6, students apply what they have learned so far in the module to design a solution to a 

human problem, mimicking the structure of plants (1-LS1-1, LS1.A, ETS1.A, ETS1.B, SEP-2, 
SEP-6, CCC-6). 

● In DQ7, the module culminates in the the class preparing and presenting their museum rooms to 
the public, and sharing what they have learned about plants over the course of the module. 

 
The SEPs and CCCs that the students are using in each learning activity are labeled at point of use in 
the Twig Book in language appropriate for first-grade students.  
 
Evidence  
● In DQ1L2 Reflect TE p. 1, students reflect on the card sorting activity and apply the concept of 

patterns (CCC-1) to compare and contrast living and non-living things. 

 
DQ1L2 Reflect TE p. 17 
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● In DQ2L3, students observe (SEP-3) the roots of their seedlings (DQ2L3 Spark TE p. 58), then 

use an interactive model (SEP-2) to build a plant from different parts. They complete a multiple 
choice formative assessment about the function of different plant parts (CCC-6). (DQ2L3 Reflect 
TE p. 63) 

 
 

 
DQ2L3 Spark TE p. 58 

 
DQ2L3 Reflect TE p. 63 

● In DQ3L2, students gather information (SEP-8) from videos, poems, and close readings about 
seed dispersal. They draw a model (SEP-2) to show one method of seed dispersal (CCC-2). 
(DQ3L2 Report TE p. 90) 

 
DQ3L2 Report TE p. 90 

● In DQ4L3 Spark (TE p. 145), students apply the concept of patterns (CCC-1) to identify 
similarities and differences between parent plants and seedlings, then use their evidence to 
construct an oral response (SEP-6). 

DQ4L3 Spark TE p. 145 
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● In DQ5L2 Investigate (TE p. 171), students apply what they have learned about how structures 

help plants defend themselves, and how they function (CCC-6), to make a clay model (SEP-2) of 
an imaginary plant. 

 
DQ5L2 Investigate TE p. 171 

● In DQ6L4 Investigate (TE p. 204), students apply what they have learned about plant 
structures, and their functions (CCC-6), in the module to design a solution (SEP-1, SEP-6) to a 
human problem, that mimics the structure of plants. 

 
DQ6L4 Investigate TE p. 204 

● In DQ7, students communicate (SEP-8) everything that they have learned about plants over the 
course of the module in a presentation of their museum rooms. They revise their presentations to 
add evidence (SEP-7) that they have gathered. (DQ7L1 Connect TE p. 228) 

 
DQ7L1 Connect TE p. 228 
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SW3. Prior Knowledge. 
Materials consistently leverage students’ prior knowledge and experiences to motivate their learning. 

 
Across the Program 
Museum of Leafology builds on prior knowledge of what plants need to survive (LS1.A) gained in 
Kindergarten, Module 1, My Big Nature Adventure, where students made observations (SEP-3, SEP-8) 
of plants in nature, and described the patterns (CCC-1) they found. (DQ1L2 Spark/Investigate TE p. 
14) 
 
Within the Module 
In DQ1L2, students use a read-aloud and card sorting activity to activate their prior knowledge of 
living things and what they need to survive. They are prompted to think about how they can tell if an 
object is living or non-living. (DQ1L2 TE p. 14) 
 
Throughout the module, students are consistently supported to revise their claims and relate their new 
understandings when answering the Driving Questions and figuring out the Module Phenomenon. 

 
 

DQ1L2 Spark/Investigate TE p. 14 

In DQ2L1 Spark, a discussion prompt and video are used to activate the knowledge gained in DQ1. 
Students discuss what they already know and how they learned it. (DQ2L1 Spark TE p. 42) In DQ2L2, 
students complete a formative assessment in which they label and describe the functions of plant 
parts. In DQ7L2, they complete the assessment again—by this time they should have cleared up any 
misconceptions. 
 
Throughout the module, students refer and add to their classroom Science Tools poster, which 
explicitly details their growing use of the SEPs, and motivates them by helping them visualise their 
progression.   
 
Evidence 
● In DQ1L2 (TE p. 14), students consider their prior knowledge of living things, and what they need 

to survive, through a class read aloud and card sorting activity.  
 

DQ2L1 Spark TE p. 42 
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● In DQ3L2 Spark (TE p. 86), students review their learning about seeds (from DQ1), and add 

information to the class notebook.  

 
DQ3L2 Spark TE p. 86 

● In DQ7L3 Connect/Reflect (TE p. 239), the class discusses whether plants are edible, and 
completes a close reading, consolidating the idea that humans need plants to grow and survive. 

 
 DQ7L3 Connect/Reflect TE p. 239 

● In DQ1L3 Spark (TE p. 22), students add “Ask Questions” (SEP-1) to the Science Tools poster. In 
DQ7L1 Connect (TE p. 228), students complete the list of practices covered across the module.  

 
DQ1L3 Spark TE p. 22 
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DQ7L1 Connect TE p. 228 

SW4. Metacognitive Abilities. 
Museum of Leafology regularly provides students with explicit opportunities to consider how their learning experiences have changed their thinking. 

 
Diagnostic pre-assessments (Pre-Explorations) in Driving Questions 1, 2, 3, and 4 support students to 
think about the three dimensions they are already familiar with and those they are not.  
 
“I can…” statements written in grade-appropriate language are detailed for each DQ, supporting 
student awareness of their growing skills and knowledge and of the three dimensions that they will 
use to figure out phenomena/solve problems.  
 
The five-part Twig Science lesson structure has been designed to support students to develop their                             
metacognitive abilities on a daily basis,monitoring what and how they have learned across the three                             
dimensions. 
 
Spark: An engaging hook activity motivates students for the investigations ahead 
Investigate: Students think like scientists and design like engineers through hands-on, digital, video                         
and informational text investigations  
Report: Students articulate what they’ve learned today, citing evidence and their use of the three                             
dimensions 
Connect: Students make connections to the Driving Questions and Module Phenomenon while                       
building knowledge of CCCs and SEPs 
 

 
“I can…” statements 
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Reflect: Here students use different means to think about what they have learned so far and how they 
can use their new understandings to better figure out phenomena/problems. For example, in DQ3L5 
Reflect (TE p. 111), students prepare to present and test their seed models. They decide team roles, 
write explanations for their design choices, and predict how far the seed will travel.  
 
Additional opportunities to develop students' metacognition abilities are frequently found in the 
Reflect of each lesson. Here students use different means to think about what they have learned so far 
and the questions they still have. A Meta-Think-Aloud language routine provides students with a 
structured way to assess what they have learned, as well as how they have learned it. 
 
Evidence 
● In DQ3L5 (TE p. 111), students prepare to present and test their seeds. 

 
DQ3L5 Reflect TE p. 111 

● In DQ3L6 Reflect (TE p. 117), students reflect on the test results, and discuss how they would                                 
improve seed design. 

● In DQ1L1 (TB p. 4) and DQ1L1 Reflect (TE p. 11), students are assessed on their prior knowledge 
of living and non-living things. 

● In DQ1L3 (TE p. 24), students communicate their prior knowledge about plants. 

 
DQ3L6 Reflect TE p. 117 

● In DQ3L1 Investigate (TE p. 79), the teacher uses a Meta-Think-Aloud to show how students 
might model drawing a seed, explicitly pointing out key aspects of the model and how they 
relate to the seed itself. 

DQ3L1 Investigate TE p. 79 
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SW5. Equitable Learning Opportunities. 
Most learning experiences across Museum of Leafology are multimodal in approach with numerous cross-curricular connections, designed to engage 
students in meaningful and varied ways. They include multiple access points, and plenty of support for students. 
 
The learning experiences in the module are designed to appeal to students of all learning styles and abilities, and include tasks in all 
domains—writing, reading, listening (read-alouds and videos), speaking (discussion and presentations), drawing, plus digital, text, video as well as 
hands-on investigations.  
 
Instructional materials frequently provide support in the form of language scaffolding for EL students at point of use in the Teacher Editions,  as well 
as research-based integrated language routines to support all students to “talk science” using grade-level appropriate scientific vocabulary.  The 
digital version of the Twig Book (TB) includes a text to speech function. 
 
Suggestions for extra access points for students with special needs are provided frequently at point of use.  
 
Higher Order Challenges for GATE students who have already achieved the learning goals are interspersed through the learning activities.  

 
The frequent use of videos help all students access and engage with phenomena and science 
concepts. Key words are overlaid as on-screen text meaning  they can access the ideas visually as 
well as via the spoken and written word. Captions are provided in both English and Spanish.  
 
The Our Leafy Friends reader has been designed to capture the imagination of young readers with 
jokes and cartoons, and it provides an alternative means to access the scientific content. The reader is 
available in four levels (Below, On, Above, English Learner) plus Spanish, with complementary lessons 
to build language acquisition and develop informational text reading skills. On-Level lessons are 
printed in the TE, with other levels available digitally. The reader features many positive role models in 
the fields of science and engineering, designed to cultivate interest in STEM careers for all students. 
Chapter 2 is dedicated to an interview with a plant hunter. The digital version of the reader includes a 
text-to-speech function. 
 
Evidence 
● DQ3L5 Special Needs (TE p. 109) 

 
DQ3L5 Special Needs TE p. 109 
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● DQ3L5 English Learners (TE p. 114) 

  
DQ3L5 English Learners TE p. 114 

● DQ2L2 Cultural Connection (TE p. 52) 
● Videos like the Plant Parts Song video (DQ7), Seedlings and their Parent Plants video (DQ4), 

Extremely Clever Plants video (DQ5), and the Plants Are Amazing! video (DQ1) bring 
phenomena and concepts to life for all students 

 
DQ2L2 Cultural Connection TE p. 52 
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Designed for the NGSS: Foundations  High Quality  

5 

Medium Quality  

3 

Low Quality  

1 
SW1. Phenomena/Problems. Materials provide phenomena/problems that: 
● engage students as directly as possible in authentic and relevant 

experiences; 
● are matched to targeted learning goals; 
● can be figured out/solved using scientifically accurate understandings 

and abilities; 
● make connections beyond and to their daily lives, including to 

their homes, neighborhoods, communities, and/or cultures. 

Materials consistently 
offer quality 
phenomena/problems 
sufficient to motivate 
and drive student 
learning. 

Materials sometimes 
offer quality 
phenomena/problems 
sufficient to motivate 
and drive student 
learning. 

Materials rarely 
offer quality 
phenomena/probl
ems sufficient to 
motivate and 
drive student 
learning. 

SW2. Three-dimensional Conceptual Framework. Materials include 
learning experiences that help students to build scientifically accurate 
understandings and abilities through opportunities for students to: 
● link prior knowledge to negotiated new understanding and abilities; 
● use reasoning to connect grade-appropriate SEP, DCI, and CCC 

elements; 
● ask and answer questions that link learning over time; 
● negotiate new understandings and abilities by comparing their 

ideas, their peers’ ideas, and ideas encountered in the learning 
experience(s); 

● apply their understandings and abilities in a variety of ways. 

Materials 
consistently include 
learning experiences 
that help students 
build from prior 
experiences to 
negotiate new 
understandings and 
abilities, and apply 
their understandings 
in a variety of ways. 

Materials sometimes 
include learning 
experiences that help 
students build from 
prior experiences to 
negotiate new 
understandings and 
abilities, and apply 
their understandings 
in a 
variety of ways. 

Materials rarely 
include learning 
experiences that help 
students build from 
prior experiences to 
negotiate new 
understandings and 
abilities, and apply 
their understandings 
in a 
variety of ways. 

SW3. Prior Knowledge. Materials leverage students’ prior knowledge and 
experiences to motivate student learning in ways that: 
● make visible students’ prior knowledge and experiences 

related to the phenomena/problems and relevant SEPs, 
DCIs, and CCCs; 

● revisit students’ early ideas to see how they have changed (or not) 
as they figure out phenomena/solve problems; 

● make explicit links to new ideas and practices being developed by 
students. 

Materials 
consistently 
leverage student 
prior knowledge and 
experiences to 
motivate their 
learning. 

Materials sometimes 
leverage student 
prior knowledge and 
experiences to 
motivate their 
learning. 

Materials rarely 
leverage student 
prior knowledge and 
experiences, and 
when included, they 
do not relate to the 
phenomena or 
problems. 

SW4. Metacognitive Abilities. Materials include learning experiences for 
students to: 
● set and monitor their learning in light of the targeted learning goals; 
● consider, over time, what and how they have learned 

across the three dimensions; 
● articulate how the three dimensions helped them figure out 

phenomena/solve problems. 

The materials 
provide students 
with regular, explicit 
opportunities to 
consider how their 
learning 
experiences 
changed their thinking. 

The materials provide 
students with some 
opportunities to 
consider how their 
learning experiences 
changed 
their thinking. 

The materials provide 
few opportunities for 
students to consider 
how their learning 
experiences changed 
their thinking. 
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SW5. Equitable Learning Opportunities. Materials ensure that all 
students, including those from non-dominant groups and with diverse 
learning needs, have access to the targeted learning goals and 
experiences, including: 
● appropriate reading, writing, listening, and/or speaking alternatives 

for students who are English language learners, have special needs, 
read below the grade level, or have high interest and have already 
met the intended learning goals; 

● culturally-relevant contexts and examples that support all students; 
● opportunities to cultivate interest and confidence as scientists and 

engineers for all students. 

Most learning 
experiences in 
materials are 
designed such that 
students can 
engage 
meaningfully in a 
variety of ways, with 
multiple access 
points, and with 
supports for 
students. 

Some learning 
experiences in 
materials are 
designed such that 
students can engage 
meaningfully in a 
variety of ways, with 
multiple access 
points, and with 
supports for 
students. 

Few learning 
experiences in 
materials are 
designed such that 
students can engage 
meaningfully in a 
variety of ways, with 
multiple access 
points, and with 
supports for 
students. 

 

  Designed for NGSS: Student Work Rubric 
Analyze Evidence 

Directions: 
1. Review your assigned materials to describe the path of student thinking. 
2. Represent your answers to the questions in the space provided. 
3. Be prepared to share the path of student thinking visually on a public chart. 

 
Strengths 

SW 1: Phenomena/ Problems 
The Student Work is High Quality (5) in terms of SW1 
Materials consistently offer quality phenomena/ problems sufficient to motivate and drive student learning. 

Evidence 
● In DQ1L2, student scientists investigate the concepts of living and non-living things, with an 

emphasis on plants. (DQ1L2 Reflect TE p. 17) 
 

 
DQ1L2 Reflect TE p. 17 
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● In DQ1L4, students begin an observation experiment by planting seeds. (DQ1L4 Reflect TE p. 

33) 

 
DQ1L4 Reflect TE p. 33 

● In DQ2L2, students start to investigate what plants need and how a plant’s parts help it to 
grow and survive. (DQ2L2 Reflect TE p. 53) 

 
DQ2L2 Reflect TE p. 53 

● In DQ3L7, students explore the many methods that plants use to distribute seeds away from 
the parent plant. In teams, students tackle an Engineering Design Challenge to design and build 
seed models for dispersal by wind. (DQ3L7 Reflect TE p. 123) 

DQ3L7 Reflect TE p. 123 
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● In DQ4L4, students observe the seedlings they planted and record similarities and differences 

between them. They sketch plants in nature. (DQ4L4 Spark TE p. 150) 

 
DQ4L4 Spark TE p. 150 

● In DQ5L1, students investigate the clever strategies plants use to get what they need. They 
discuss the defenses some plants exhibit, using these ideas to create and sketch their own 
imaginary plant with special defenses. (DQ5L1 Reflect TE p. 166) 

● In DQ6L4, student pairs design, build, and present their own plant-inspired solution to a human 
problem. (DQ6L4) 

 
DQ5L1 Reflect TE p. 166 
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● In DQ7L2, students finish preparing their Museum of Leafology, then invite other classes and 

their own families to visit the museum in order to demonstrate their learning. They complete 
assessment tasks. (DQ7L2 Spark/Investigate TE p. 232) 

 
DQ7L2 Spark/Investigate TE p. 232 

SW 2: Three-Dimensional Conceptual Framework 

The Student Work is High Quality (5) in terms of SW2 
Materials consistently include learning experiences that help students build from prior experiences to negotiate new understandings and abilities and 
apply their understandings in a variety of ways. 
Evidence 
● In DQ1L2, students reflect on the card sorting activity and apply the concept of patterns (CCC-1) to compare and contrast living and non-living 

things. (DQ1L2 Reflect TE p. 17)   
● In DQ2L3, students observe (SEP-3) the roots of their seedlings (DQ2L3 Spark TE p.58), then use an interactive model (SEP-2) to build a plant 

from different parts. They complete a multiple choice formative assessment about the function of different plant parts (CCC-6). (DQ2L3 Reflect 
TE p. 63) 

● In DQ3L2, students gather information (SEP-8) from videos, poems and a class reading about seed dispersal. They draw a model (SEP-2) to 
show one method of seed dispersal (CCC-2). (DQ3L2 Report TE p. 90) 

● In DQ4L3, students apply the concept of patterns (CCC-1) to identify similarities and difference between parent plants and seedlings, then use 
their evidence to construct an oral response (SEP-6). (DQ4L3 Spark TE p. 145) 

● In DQ5L2, students apply what they have learned about how structures help plants defend themselves, and how they function (CCC-6), to 
make a clay model (SEP-2) of an imaginary plant. (DQ5L2 Investigate TE p. 171) 

● In DQ6L4, students apply what they have learned about plant structures, and their functions (CCC-6), in the module to design a solution 
(SEP-1, SEP-6) to a human problem that mimics the plants. (DQ6L4 Investigate p. 204) 
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● In DQ7, students communicate (SEP-8) everything that they have learned about plants over the 

course of the module in a presentation of their museum rooms. They revise their presentations 
to add evidence (SEP-7) that they have gathered. (DQ7L1 Connect TE p. 228) 

 
DQ7L1 Connect TE p. 228 

SW 3: Prior Knowledge 
The Student Work is High Quality (5) in terms of SW3 
Materials consistently leverage student prior knowledge and experiences to motivate their learning. 

Evidence 
● In DQ1L2 (TE p. 14), students use a read-aloud and card-sorting activity, to activate their prior 

knowledge of living things and what they need to survive. 
● In DQ3L2 Spark (TE p. 86), students review their learning from DQ1 about seeds, and add 

information to the class notebook.  
● In DQ7L3 (TE p. 237), the class discusses whether plants are edible, and completes a close 

reading, consolidating the idea that humans need plants to grow and survive. 
● In DQ1L3 (TE p. 22), students add “Ask Questions” (SEP-1) to the Science Tools poster. In 

DQ7L1 (TE p. 228), students complete the list of practices covered across the module.  
   

DQ7L1 Connect TE p. 228 

SW 4: Metacognitive Abilities 
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The Student Work is High Quality (5) in terms of SW4 
The materials provide students with regular, explicit opportunities to consider how their learning experiences changed their thinking. 
Evidence 
● The Science Tools poster (DQ1L3 TE p. 22, DQ2L2 TE p. 50, DQ3L3 TE p. 97, DQ4L4 TE p. 151, 

DQ6L3 TE p. 201, DQ6L5 TE p. 210, DQ7L3 Connect TE p. 228)  
● In DQ3L5 (TE p. 111), students prepare to test and present their seeds. 

 

 
DQ7L3 Connect TE p. 228 

● In DQ3L6 Reflect (TE p. 117), students reflect on their test results, and discuss how they would                                 
improve their designs. 

● In DQ1L1 (TB p. 4) and DQ1L1 Reflect (TE p. 11), students are assessed on their prior 
knowledge of living and non-living things. 

● In DQ1L3 (TE p. 24), students communicate their prior knowledge about plants. 

 
DQ3L6 Reflect TE p. 117 

● In DQ3L1 Investigate (TE p. 79), the teacher uses a Meta-Think-Aloud to show how students 
might model drawing a seed, explicitly pointing out key aspects of the model and how they 
relate to the seed itself. 
 

 
DQ3L1 Investigate TE p. 79 

SW 5: Equitable Learning Opportunities 
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The Student Work is High Quality (5) in terms of SW5 
Most learning experiences in materials are designed such that students can engage meaningfully in a variety of ways, with multiple access points, 
and with supports for students. 
Evidence 
● DQ3L5 Special Needs (TE p. 109) 
● DQ3L5 English Learners (TE p. 114) 
● DQ2L2 Cultural Connection (TE p. 52) 
● Videos like the Plant Parts Song video (DQ7), Seedlings and their Parent Plants video (DQ4), Extremely Clever Plants video (DQ5), and the 

Plants Are Amazing! video (DQ1) bring phenomena and concepts to life for all students. 
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